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So I can tell everybody that I am fall in love now..!. ( see picture Super Safari )

Jorge Antonio Gar duno
brings a Safari back to
lif e in
Leon Gto, M exico
León Gto, November 20 th, 2003
Hello David !!
I did not write before maybe because I did not have the time
to do it.. ( I am not sure about this)
Well, here in my town ( León Gto , México ), I have had a
really good experience with my SAFARI ( thing 1976 ), it is
now red color - it was in really, REALLY bad condition before
I restored it. If somebody has a car in really bad condition, I
recommend not to lose hope !! It has taken me two years for
the total restoration and I now have it finished.
It is really interesting because you have to work a lot, ...
looking for the spare parts all over the world, plastic parts,
here,... there, the Internet, interchanging with some people
that you find out on the street...

I belong to a Mexican club ( big one ) and we share our really
nice experiences and exchange ideas. It is in Mexico City.
( I live 4 hours out of Mexico City ). Some of the members
have a subscription to thing Stuff too !!
Here in León, we are forming a new club, we are 6 Thingers
Safarimanos en León

Today I was reviewing and checking some articles about things
(I spent a lot of my afternoons doing this ), Tomorrow, Saturday, I have a meeting with my friends ( with things or
SAFARIS of course ) so we will review the Thing Stuff magazine as well together.
I really enjoy the magazine and I want to share my thing ( Super thing ) with all Thingers (SAFARIMANOS ) around the
world, …
Best regards
I hope you have a really good thing!!!
Jorge Antonio Garduño
León Gto, México.

